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Every day since mid-January, she covered the classic 26.2-mile
(42.2-kilometer) marathon distance either on a loop course laid
out near her home in Gilbert, Arizona, or on a treadmill indoors.
Her ...
104 and no more: Amputee wraps up marathon record
quest
TAKE ADVANTAGE of the spring weather this month to enjoy a
total lunar eclipse taking place during the late evening of Sunday
the 15th into the early hours of Monday the 16th. The entire
eclipse ...
Stargazing: May sky promises one of the best shows of
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the year
In addition to dedicating 57 years of his life to preparing the local
youths for their future, Davis also became an authority on local
history, especially the legacy of the local Native American ...
Rebecca Yerger, Memory Lane: The inspiring legacy of
Dee T. Davis
Fellow country musicians are mourning the death of Grammy
Award-winning singer Naomi Judd, whose daughters Wynonna
and Ashley Judd confirmed her death Saturday. She was 76.
Naomi Judd, the ...
'It brings tears to my heart': Carrie Underwood, Maren
Morris, Tanya Tucker remember Naomi Judd
In the petition, Mr Ramsey said that advances in DNA testing
means that investigators could finally crack the notorious
unsolved Boxing Day murder of the child beauty pageant
contestant and bring some ...
JonBenet Ramsey’s father calls for case to be taken away
from local police in bid to solve 25 year mystery
Judges were state Auditor Joseph T. Ferguson, U.S. Rep. John
McSweeney of the 16th Congressional District, Lincoln Hackim,
editor of “Clay” magazine, and J.H. Lamneck, a former
Tuscarawas ...
Hooked on History: National Clay Week drew national
talent to Twin Cities
The draw for the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar takes place
Friday, which will determine the early-round matchups in the
latest edition of soccer's quadrennial ... all other South American
teams would ...
The 2022 FIFA World Cup draw is a baffling pageant of
plastic balls and paper slips. Here's how it will go down.
Tyson met Paris met when she was 15, and they didn't start
dating until after Paris' 16th birthday. The two tied the knot in
2008 at St. Peter in Chains Catholic Church in Doncaster, South
Yorkshire.
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Tyson Fury's wife Paris is pregnant with the couple's
SEVENTH child, boxer's pal Carl Froch claims
By the end of the month, the brave child faced her second
surgery and 16th chemotherapy-related treatment in less than
two weeks. November 2020: Azaylia's hair started to fall out just
weeks ...
Azaylia's mum Safiyya Vorajee says she and Ashley Cain
have a 'strong friendship' after their split
CHICAGO - Navy Pier has released its summer calendar of
events, including summer fireworks. According to the
announcement Thursday, Navy Pier is bringing back both its
weekly fireworks displays on ...
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